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Lesson 10: Handout 1

Investigating the effects of another variable on magnetic forceInvestigating the effects of another variable on magnetic force

The question we want to answerThe question we want to answer

Investigation question:

To change, measure, or stay constant?To change, measure, or stay constant?

A variable is a factor you want to change or control in an investigation. There are three
types of variables you should think about for your investigation:

Independent variable - this is the variable to change each time you test.
Dependent variable - this is the variable to observe for effects caused by a
change in the independent variable.
Controlled variables - these are variables to keep constant in each test. 

Discuss the variables with your group and write down your variables in your
investigation.

Independent variable:

Dependent variable:  

Controlled variables:
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Plan and conduct the investigationPlan and conduct the investigation

Materials you need:

Steps:
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Results:  Data Results:  Data ttableable

Results:  GraphResults:  Graph

Look back at how the graph of your data was structured in the previous

lesson.  Create and label axis and intervals on the grid below so that it will

work for graphing your new data.  
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Interpret and discuss your resultsInterpret and discuss your results

1. Does your data help you answer the investigation question you wrote in your
notebook?  If it does, write a claim in the space below that answers the original
research question your group wrote.  If it does not, make a statement to that effect.

2. What evidence did you find from your investigation to support this claim?  If you did
not have the necessary evidence to make a claim, explain why your data did not
help you answer the question, and what additional data you would need.
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